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To say that Blockchain technology is mainstream would be an understatement. From JP Morgan to

IBM, every forward-looking corporation is investing in this revolutionary technology to understand how

they can leverage it to gain competitive advantage. The blockchain is poised to redefine industries and

in turn, transform the global economy. As the market and acceptance for blockchain and

cryptocurrency expand, the ecosystem built on blockchain proliferates.

Cryptocurrencies are still in their nascent stage and blockchain technology provides a world of

possibilities for practical applications that extend far beyond the financial sector. Despite the volatility in

crypto prices, listed crypto assets alone have a market capitalization north of a hundred billion dollars.

The Hydrogen Generation Market is a multi-hundred billion dollar industry with strong growth

supporting future expansion. The major factors driving the hydrogen generation market include the

growing demand to decarbonize energy end-use, government regulation for desulphurization of

refinery activities, and increased demand for hydrogen in the transportation sector. Today, the

techniques of producing hydrogen are neither sustainable nor eco-friendly. The production of

hydrogen must, therefore evolve.

HydroCoin has been developed to bridge the clean fuel industry with the blockchain world. It has been

designed as a cryptocurrency for the hydrogen age. HydroCoin will ensure that the world focuses on

renewable hydrogen and it is created with the use of clean fuel technology only. It will be the first

currency that empowers the owners to decide what clean fuel technologies will be supported by the

community.

HydroCoin will become the first digital currency for clean renewable fuels that will include Hydrogen,

charging current and renewable gas (CNG+LNG), renewable diesel, bio-diesel, methanol-based fuels

etc. By investing in HydroCoin, the users support the implementation and promotion of sustainable

technologies and also benefit from the capital gain inherit in the use and propagation of renewable

hydrogen and Hydrocoin. The currency and its market price will reflect the current development-phase

of clean energy and the availability of clean fuel.

1 .  A B S T R A C T
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HydroCoin: THE LOGIC

The world is transforming and moving towards regenerative fuels to lower CO2 emission. A Hydrogen revolution is

underway, and the burgeoning vehicle markets along with progressive governments around the world are adopting

hydrogen infrastructure to bring down emission levels and tackle climate change.

 HydroCoin is the solution to combine the rapid growth of cryptocurrencies and the need to build up an infrastructure

for clean-fuel without the use of fossil sources.

MISSING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR HYDROGEN

Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) that use hydrogen as a fuel offers a long range with shorter recharge time as opposed

to electric vehicles (EV) where the time to recharge the batteries is still a limitation. The hydrogen technology is

available for mass-production, but the problem for further distribution is the missing infrastructure with gas-stations

providing hydrogen.

 To overcome the problem of missing infrastructure, HydroCoin will establish a new company that will only provide

clean fuels and expedite hydrogen initiatives.

PRODUCING CLEAN FUELS

FCEV are clean without any emissions. However, more than 95% of all produced hydrogen is made from fossil fuels that

is emitting fossil carbon, like every combustion engine. Oil-and gas companies have started to build up an

infrastructure to provide fossil hydrogen from natural gas, but they are in a view that there is not enough hydrogen

from regenerative source available to supply all future FCEV.

 HydroCoin believes that the most potent combination of regenerative technologies to produce hydrogen as a fuel

are biomass gasification and electrolysis of water. HydroCoin will invest in the development of new technologies to

provide clean fuel and break the hegemony of fossil fuel industry.

2 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
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HydroCoin: Goals and Objectives:-

• HydroCoin will help in empowering the growth of clean renewable fuels that include hydrogen, charging current

and renewable gas (CNG + LNG), etc.

• To change the world of future mobility and build up an infrastructure for promoting the adoption of clean-fuel
technology.

• To make HydroCoin a global currency for using hydrogen as a clean fuel that will allow organizations and people to

participate in hydrogen technologies and promote clean-fuel adoption. Products created from clean technology

(gas, hydrogen, electricity and others) can be bought using HydroCoin as a currency, thus empowering the currency-

holder to choose the technology supported by the community.

• To enable peer-to-peer usage of renewable energy for houses with a connected App to the meter. Users will be

able to buy green energy and move it into the wallet connected to the meter.

• To connect to almost every digital system that uses tokens. The Hydrogeneum blockchain and HydroCoin will

become the missing link to connect systems to the real world.

• To ensure safe and efficient storage of hydrogen in Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers (LOHC) and develop a

digital solution to track LOHC.

• The mobility of electric vehicles will also be pushed as the efficiency of an electric engine is 95% as when compared

with combustion engines which is only 30%.

• To build up an infrastructure of minimum 100 Simple Fuel Stations and 1000 wall-mounted 20kW EV-charger
with dual-output (DC quick-charging with CCS/CHAdeMO AND AC-charger Mode-3 Type 2).

2 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
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The HydroCoin has been designed for the hydrogen age for ensuring that future clean technology will be used without

the need for using the fossil energy. HydroCoin will provide an all-in-one solution for crypto-enthusiasts and investors

to ensure value maximization for the users. HydroCoin will be backed by a real world economy idea of hydrogen

industry.

3 .  V A L U E  P R O P O S I T I O N

For Technology providers the HydroCoin will be a way to become certified as a clean – future –

technology by the community. Companies that are providing clean technologies can buy HydroCoin to

collect votes, and participate in new clean technologies.

For Energy providers the acceptance of HydroCoin as a valid currency for their products will give

benefit from the community as a clean-fuel provider that is certified by the community.

For Users the HydroCoin will be a valid currency for clean energy. Using this coin counts as a vote for

clean energy. First products that can be purchased using HydroCoin will appear in the year 2020. The

coin can be traded on many platforms. HydroCoin will use the ERC20 – technology and can be stored in

almost every Ethereum-compatible wallet after the ICO-period is finished.

For the world, HydroCoin is a big chance to turn the traffic from combustion-engines using fossil fuel,

to electric engines using clean fuel.
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• The political situation in many countries is forcing the traffic-sector to shift to cleaner vehicles as combustion-

engines are reaching the maximum pollution-level, as indicated by the recent “Diesel-Gate” scandal.

• Electric vehicles (EV) using batteries are available for customers, but the charging time of the batteries is still a

limitation.

• EV using fuel-cell technology with hydrogen as a fuel are a better alternative.
• In the last decade vehicles with fuel cell have become more important. Public facilities like municipal

services, transportation services, hospitals, fire alarms, and others have started to change their fleet to fuel-
cell based electric vehicles.

• Currently, the dominant technology for direct production is steam reforming from hydrocarbons (i.e. natural gas).

• The only regenerative technologies to produce hydrogen as a fuel are biomass gasification and electrolysis of water.

• As of 1999, the majority of hydrogen (circa 95%) is produced from fossil fuels by steam reforming or

partial oxidation of methane and coal gasification with only a small quantity by other routes such as biomass

gasification or electrolysis of water.

• In 2014 around 8 GW of electrolysis capacity was installed worldwide, accounting for around 4% of global

hydrogen production.

4 .  M A R K E T  E V A L U A T I O N

The Current Scenario

Status of Other Methods to Produce Hydrogen

• Biological production of hydrogen using algae is now economically feasible.

• Photocatalytic water splitting: The conversion of solar energy to hydrogen by means of water splitting process is 

one of the most interesting ways to achieve clean and renewable energy systems. 
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The global hydrogen market was valued at approximately USD
129.25 billion in 2017[1] and is expected to generate revenue of

around USD 183.34 billion by the end of 2023, growing at a

CAGR of 6.00% between 2017 and 2023.

Hydrogen will sustain the initiative of reduction of greenhouse

emissions and dependence on fossil fuels for energy, and this is

expected to drive hydrogen market growth. Also, a growing

number of technological developments, increasing
preference for onsite hydrogen generation systems,

increasing use of hydrogen in various industry sectors and the

introduction of green production technologies will further

upsurge the demand for hydrogen in the coming years.

The Global Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle Market was worth USD
479 million in 2017[2] and is estimated to grow to USD 6,983
million by 2023 with a CAGR of 56.3% between 2017 and 2023.

The increase in number of fuel cell vehicles can be seen because

of the rising number of hydrogen infrastructures across the

globe. Also, an increasing number of funding commitments for

the commercialization and development of refueling

infrastructure is resulting in the growth of hydrogen

infrastructure. For instance, the state of California in the US

committed funds for developing 100 hydrogen refueling
stations to meet its target of 1.5 million zero-emission vehicles

(ZEVs) by 2025.[3]

5 .  M A R K E T  O P P O R T U N I T Y

Stock of Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles in 2017 [4]

Hydrogen Fueling Stations by Country, 2017 [4]
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Hydrogen adoption is gaining traction across the 

world, and its role is growing across the 

transportation sector. 

5 .  M A R K E T  O P P O R T U N I T Y

Aircraft manufacturers from Boeing and Lockheed in

the U.S., to Airbus in Europe, and Tupolev in Russia are

experimenting with hydrogen-powered airplanes.

Singapore based HES Energy Systems has also

announced its plans to develop a regional hydrogen-

electric plane, called Element One, which is expected to

take its first flight in 2025.

Hydrogen Fuel Adoption in Aviation Industry»
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Energy Observer, a ship powered by the hydrogen fuel

cells and supported by the solar and wind energy is sailing

around the globe highlighting the capabilities of the clean

fuel technology and its usability in transportation. Similarly,

Viking Cruises has also announced its plans to build up a

cruise ship which will be powered by hydrogen fuel

technology.

5 .  M A R K E T  O P P O R T U N I T Y

»

»

Hydrogen Fuel Adoption in Shipping Industry

Two trains powered by hydrogen fuel technology have

already entered service in Germany. Hydrogen will give

freedom to run on non-electrified rails, and they are

considerably quieter than diesel engines. Other countries

including Britain, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Italy,

and Canada and France are also looking forward to

hydrogen-powered trains, and they intend to have their

first hydrogen trains on the rails by 2022.

Hydrogen Fuel Adoption in Railway
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• The source of producing Hydrogen from fossil fuel is not a sustainable method, and HydroCoin aims to change the

way of production and use a combination of many different clean technologies to produce hydrogen.

• Regenerative hydrogen can be produced with a combination of electrolysis using wind and solar energy, and

biomass-gasification. Biomass-gasification is the technology that can be used globally with crop from farming.

• Major car manufacturers like Toyota, Honda, Hyundai, and Mercedes-Benz are producing hydrogen-powered cars in

countries like California and Japan and automotive manufacturers like Kia, Lexus, and BMW plan to offer fuel cell

vehicles by 2021.

o This industry has tangible benefits, particularly when compared to electric vehicles: onboard hydrogen

storage tanks can be recharged within minutes and have a longer range than today’s electric batteries.

o The challenge has been the underlying infrastructure necessary to get enough fueling stations up and running

to support hydrogen vehicles everywhere.

o To speed up this building up of an infrastructure of certified gas-stations, HydroCoin will establish a new

company to accelerate world‘s hydrogen initiatives and provide clean fuels.

• Absorption Enhanced Reforming (AER) is the company’s key technology bet. Actual systems for biomass gasification

can only handle one dedicated sort of biomass. The technology-project “HydroGenial” will develop a system that

can handle different biomasses for input. Dependence on just one kind of biomass with all related disadvantages can

be eliminated.

o Two years from starting the first phase of development, the first gasification-units will be available for

licensing to customers worldwide. Every gasification unit that starts producing SNG can be upgraded for H2

production.

o This technology can be combined with almost every agricultural production worldwide.

• An additional core strategy is to store generated hydrogen in Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers (LOHC) without

high pressure or low temperatures.

6 .  S T R A T E G Y
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7 .  T H E  B L O C K C H A I N  C A S E

Case Analysis

HydroCoin’s core strategy is to store produced hydrogen in an organic liquid without high pressure. This innovation is

currently under development. HydroCoin will make this technology available for trucks, ships and many other utility

vehicles worldwide in the form of Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carrier (LOHC), which acts as a battery and can be loaded

and unloaded with considerable amounts of hydrogen.

WORLDWIDE MANAGEMENT OF LOHC

The next-generation technology - hydrogenation/dehydrogenation for loading/unloading hydrogen will be of smaller

size and will be performed in an open environment, which will require worldwide management of LOHC. HydroCoin will

develop a blockchain based management method for LOHC.

SMART METERING TECHNOLOGY

HydroCoin coupled with smart-metering technology will enable the management of LOHC in an open environment.

Smart Metering devices will be tracking the amount of LOHC delivered and unloaded LOHC returned. When the

transaction is made with the HydroCoin currency then the extended information is placed on the blockchain.

NO EXTRA PAYMENT

Recording of transactions on the blockchain will help the owners of HYC and prevent them from paying a deposit fee

for the amount of LOHC loaded on to the vehicle. The deposit fee is currently around 4,00 EUR for each litre of

unloaded LOHC, and can summarize to several thousand EUR for bigger utility vehicles.
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7 .  T H E  B L O C K C H A I N  C A S E

Case

The following scenario will help understand better the blockchain case:

When a big utility vehicle is to be fueled with 2,000 litres of loaded LOHC; around 108 kg of

the 2,000 litres LOHC is hydrogen. A small amount of fueled liquid will be taken for purposes

of precisely measuring the ratio of fueled hydrogen in it to get an exact amount that can be

recorded on the blockchain.

Afterwards, the data from this procedure will be registered on the blockchain. Through

blockchain, firstly the registered customers (vehicles) will be enabled to pay automatically with

HydroCoin of the exact amount of fueled hydrogen and secondly no deposit fee will be

needed for LOHC because it will be easily tracked through the blockchain network.
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8 .  B U I L D I N G  A N  I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  F O R  H Y D R O C O I N

HydroCoin is mainly designed

to act like a currency and a
certificate for clean fuels.
Besides all the known

advantages of blockchain

based tokens like trading

transactions without the need

of a central bank HydroCoin will

give the owners the benefit of

buying clean fuel from certified

gas stations as an accredited

payment option.

The certified gas stations shall have 100% renewable fuels (gas,

hydrogen and electric power to recharge electronic vehicles), that is from

production to pump, and the operators shall have to agree to accept

HydroCoin currency as a standard payment option as and when it will

become available to trade.

These certified gas stations can be identified on the maps available on the

company’s website and upcoming app for smartphones. Also, information

regarding the operator, service and fuels offered will be reflected on the

website.

The gas stations will also be combined with other sources of clean energy,

like solar-power, wind-power etc. and will be offered to operators globally

through a franchise program. These franchise-partners will have access to

all new technologies that are supported by financial funding of the

Hydrogen Future Foundation.

HydroCoin will become the first and only digital currency for clean,

renewable fuels, that include hydrogen, charging current and renewable

gas (CNG + LNG), renewable diesel, bio-diesel, methanol-based fuels.

Blu power franchise as a spin-off will build 100 Simple fuel E+ stations as

Phase 1 of its franchise program. The goal for the franchise is a worldwide

network of clean fuel stations that accept HydroCoin as a digital currency.

14
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9 .  H Y D R O C O I N - C E R T I F I C A T E  F O R  C L E A N  F U E L S

Currently, the companies that are building up an infrastructure of hydrogen gas stations/ EV charging stations focus

only on the vehicles to be clean and neglect an important component, i.e. the source of the fuels used that are mostly

from fossil carbon. HydroCoin wants to change this information and want to provide owners of a FCEV/EV and also

CNG/LNG vehicles the information about the source of the fuel and pointing the clean providers.

H2 from electrolysis using electric power from the grid without green certificate

H2 from electrolysis using electric power from grid with green certificate, charging current with green certificate

Sustainable regenerative produced Biomethane / SNG, sustainable regenerative produced H2, H2 from

electrolysis using regenerative current from closed circuit, regenerative charging current from closed circuit

Classification of HydroCoin Certificates

15



9 .  H Y D R O C O I N - C E R T I F I C A T E  F O R  C L E A N  F U E L S

• Providers of Biomethane / SNG, H2 and charging current for EV can apply to become certified by HydroCoin. They

will have to prove what energy source is used for offered fuels.

• The application shall be checked and then the matching certificate will be issued. The provider is allowed to use the

HydroCoin certificate only in issued color for internal purposes.

• Also, every certified provider has to sign an agreement to accept HydroCoin as a currency at all certified fuel-

stations when this payment-option becomes available.

New fuel stations from the to be established company by HydroCoin will only offer fuels in the highest BLUE
standard.
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1 0 .  H Y B R I D  L E D G E R  A P P R O A C H

Hybrid Ledger Approach 

HydroCoin will thus be adopting a hybrid ledger approach to offer the benefits of both public and private blockchain.

An auxiliary blockchain as a side-chain of ethereum will be developed that will the first point of entry into the

blockchain for HydroCoin transfers. The hydrogeneum blockchain or the side chain blockchain will help in overcoming

the issues of higher blocktime and the high gas cost. With it’s own blockchain, HydroCoinwill be able to define it’s own

blocktime according to the needs of the community. It will gradually also add more functionality to the blockchain as

per the requirement of the ecosystem. The idea behind this is, that the wallets in the off-chain-network (payment-

wallets in SmartApp) need to be synchronized with blockchain-wallets within blocktime. For trading HydroCoin token

on exchanges, this side-chain needs to connect to the Ethereum-Blockchain as well.

• It will have the following structure:

ETH Blockchain -> SmartContract -> Offchain Payment-Wallet -> Transaction

The new state of the Offchain Wallet needs to be synchronized with the wallet on Ethereum-Blockchain.

Problem: Syncronization needs to be done within allowed blocktime, and will cost transaction-fee

Solution: Implement own private hydrogeneaum-Blockchain into the structure:

• ETH Blockchain -> Smart Contract -> Hydrogeneum Blockchain -> Smart Contract -> Offchain

Payment-Wallet -> Transaction

17



1 0 .  H Y B R I D  L E D G E R  A P P R O A C H

Hybrid Ledger Approach Benefits

Hybrid ledger is a concept of connecting the public blockchain accessible globally, with a private blockchain that runs in

a fully permissioned environment and limits the access of available information. Hybrid ledgers offer high transaction

speed that is often comparable to the experience of people indulging in Visa transactions across the existing systems.

Network members can control which transactions should remain public, and which should be restricted as private. The

following lists down a few benefits of hybrid ledgers over public ledgers and private ledgers:

Public
No centralized management

Hybrid
Multiple organizations

Private
Single organization

Cost of 
ownership

Consensus 
mechanism

USP

Economical The cost lies between the two Expensive

Proof of work, stake, etc.,

• Requires more resources, 

information on platform is 

vulnerable as it is easily 

available to everyone

Voting or multi-party consensus 

algorithm

• Lighter and faster and enables 

finality and has low energy 

consumption

For private arrangements

• Lighter and faster and 

enables finality and has low 

energy consumption

Open for everyone to join and 

participate in the network

Radically reduces costs, less data 

redundancy, higher transaction 

times with more transparency

Requires an invite and entry of 

anyone has to be validated as 

per the rules of the network. 

Participants need permission to 

join

Computational 
power used

Being vast, needs large amounts 

of resources

Customisable usage platform Requires less amounts of 

resources
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1 1 .  T H E  P A Y M E N T  F U N C T I O N  O F  H Y D R O C O I N

The most demanding feature of HydroCoin is its payment function.

HydroCoin HYC is an ERC20 compliant Token placed on the Ethereum blockchain. The integration of payment

function and Ethereum is emerging as a powerful solution for data management using the blockchain technology.

At present, a typical payment application exceeds the capabilities of the Ethereum blockchain concerning speed

and storage requirements. Reasons:

• Very high block time to be able to track real-time payment data.

• High transaction cost on Ethereum

An interface among the “fast” world of real-time

payment-solutions and the “slow but decentralized”

one of Ethereum is needed. A side chain blockchain -

Hydrogeneum Blockchain will be created that will be

synchronized with the ethereum blockchain to save

the block time and to add more functions probably.

Hydrogeneum Blockchain
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1 1 .  T H E  P A Y M E N T  F U N C T I O N  O F  H Y D R O C O I N

Raiden Network

HydroCoin will integrate the technology from Raiden Network in

its token-concept. With the development and introduction of

Raiden 101 into the blockchain, the user will be able to stay in

the Offchain mode forever. The Raiden Network enables secure

transfers between the participants without the need for a global

consensus. This can be achieved through digitally signatures

known as balance proofs which acts as a binding agreement. The

digital signatures bind the parties involved in the transaction and

make sure no one backs out of the value transfers as long as one

of the participants decide to present it on the blockchain. Raiden

balance proof is as binding as an on-chain transaction is because

nobody else besides the two participants involved in the

transaction has access to the tokens present in the payment

channel smart contracts.

Raiden framework will enable faster management of the transactions. The network will enable instant, scalable and
low-fee payments. Also, it will help in preserving the privacy of the user. Being built on the off-chain scaling solution, the

network will provide a faster exchange of data between the Raiden nodes thus, avoiding the long response time and the

gas costs related to n-chain transactions.

µRaiden payment channel framework will enable frequent, fast and free off-chain ERC20 compliant token based

micropayments between two parties. Business models that require regular payments to be made are not able to efficiently

run on the current blockchain due to the slow confirmation times and high transaction costs. Using the µRaiden

HydroCoin will be able to provide a pay-per-use - solution to customers, for example at fuel-pumps.
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THE NAME HYDROCOIN IS A COMBINATION OF HYDROGEN AND COIN.

The Company started their research for clean energy production with their project “HydroGenial“ in the year 2011. In

fall 2015 they got in touch with Ethereum and the possibilities of Initial Coin Offerings. The conjunction of both sectors

- clean hydrogen production and blockchain - was followed by the creation of HydroCoin.

1 2 .  T H E  H Y D R O C O I N  T O K E N

General Token Information

TOKEN NAME HydroCoin

TOKEN SYMBOL HYC

TOKEN OWNER Hydrogen Future Foundation

TOKEN TYPE ERC20

DECIMALS 18

TOTAL TOKEN ISSUED The final number of token is 1 billion (1,000,000,000)

TOKEN PRICE DURING 

ICO

Phase Two: $0.02, Phase Three: $0.03,

Phase Four: $0.04, Phase Five: $0.05

ACCEPTED FORMS OF PAYMENT 

CORRESPONDING TO NEXT. EXCHANGE

ETH, BTC, EUR + USD after registration 

ETH from supported wallets without registration

EARLIEST TRADING DATE April 2019
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Initial price of each token for the period beginning with the start of ICO until end of ICO is 0.001 ETH. In total 1 billion

HYC will be offered in the marketplace. HYC is not mineable.

1 3 .  T O K E N O M I C S

Start of Private Sale 01.01.2019 

Begin of ICO Phase, automatic moving into next Phase after reaching

goal
01.04.2019

End of ICO 30.05.2019

30.09.2018

• No mining or other means of increasing the amount of token will apply to the HydroCoin token.

• During the ICO, tokens will also be available with a discount structure as is publicized at the official HYC token site

www.HydroCoin.org

• Received funds from token sales will be predominately used for development of HydroCoin platform and team.

Additional Token Information
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50%

TOKENSALE

500,000,000 HYC Tokens (maximum)

25%

HYDROGEN FUTURE FOUNDATION

250,000,000 HYC Tokens (maximum)

15%

HYDROCOIN COMMUNITY GROWTH

150,000,000 HYC Tokens (maximum)

10%

HYDROCOIN TEAM

100,000,000 HYC Tokens (maximum)1,000,000,000 HYC

1 4 .  T H E  H Y D R O C O I N  T O K E N  D I S T R I B U T I O N

Owner of the ICO, Hydrogen Future Foundation reserves the right to keep HYC, which are not demanded until the end

of ICO. Roughly estimated distribution of HydroCoins will be as follows:
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1 5 .  C O M M U N I T Y  T O K E N  A D V A N T A G E S

HYDROCOIN: A SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE PROJECT

During the token sale a reward-based crowdfunding campaign will be

structured, where the contributors will receive HydroCoin tokens (HYC).

The contributor's community will also be included in the reward

mechanism where HYC holders can get clean energy and whole

community benefits.

• HydroCoin can be purchased for 0.001 ETH during the ongoing ICO. Every

HydroCoin has the built-in right to be used to buy clean energy i.e.,

certified by itself. HydroCoin owners will enjoy the privilege of buying

energy products at the certified gas stations at a discount and also other

advantages like special loading devices.

• The starting price of HydroCoin is determined by the available green

technology to produce clean fuel that is available to final customers. With

the increase in the adoption rate of technology producing clean fuels, the

price of HydroCoin will rise because more amount of clean energy will be

available to purchase with HydroCoin.

• As soon as possible the HYC will become listed for trading on major

cryptocurrency exchanges the price is expected to reflect more or less the

clean fuel consumption, including hydrogen, produced with our self

developed absorption enhanced reforming technology.

The proceeds from ICO will be

used to develop clean fuel
producing technologies to

produce clean fuel and for

investment in available

technologies like electrolysis of

water with regenerative electric

power from wind or solar

energy.
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1 6 .  H Y D R O G E N  F U T U R E  F O U N D A T I O N

Hydrogen Future Foundation (HFF), an independent non-profit organization, will be established in Switzerland which is

the key jurisdiction for philanthropy and is considered as an attractive option by philanthropists to create international

grant-making organization.

The foundation will be the owner of this Initial Coin Offering. 25% of the HYC will be allocated to the foundation.

The role of the foundation will be:

• To decide which technologies to support and what partners can qualify

to become a HydroCoin certified provider for clean energy.

• To promote greater adoption of hydrogen obtained from regenerative

sources and a cleaner future for tomorrow.

• To support the development of technologies for the production of clean

hydrogen with financial support, advisory and technical know-how and

help in building an infrastructure of clean fuel providing stations.

• To conduct annual conference, with academic call-for-papers,

exhibitions.

• To collect donations and sponsorships to supplement its mission of

promoting a clean future for tomorrow.
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1 6 .  H Y D R O G E N  F U T U R E  F O U N D A T I O N

Blu power is a shareholder company, controlled by the HFF. It will be a

franchise-company that will operate its own stations, and world-wide

franchise - stations. Currently there is no energy-related franchise in the

Top-100 franchises in the world. The goal of the company is to attain a Top

20 position worldwide, with an innovative concept for clean, renewable fuel

stations.

26

The regular lifetime board membership in HFF for one person per company 

will cost $200,000 i.e. purchase of 10 million HYC.**

Hydrogen Future Society (HFS), a non-profit organization beside the HFF 

will be established. Associated board-membership and lifetime free 

personal membership of the HFS will cost $20,000 i.e. purchase of 1 million 

HYC.**

Hydrogen Future Foundation (HFF) and Hydrogen Future Society (HFS) will 

further academic vision of the ICO. Both will be founded as part of the 

goals in Phase 2.

Companies with Hydrogen-technologies have a good reason to become

board-members of HFF. The sale of token to fund the foundation with

money is also a part of ICO Phase 2.

**The purchase of 1 million HYC or more than 10

million HYC from regular ICO does NOT

automatically qualify for a board-membership of

the HFF and HFS. That is the reason for separate

250 million HYC for funding the foundation.

Currently, application is only possible by contacting

the company in-person. In future, application will

be received through HFF website.



HydroCoin is influencing the change of energy consumption, which requires a combination of energy, the blockchain,

crowdfunding, market trading, independent energy supply knowledge and experience. HydroCoin combined its team

looking at this mix of expertise needed to create the cleaner tomorrow.

1 7 .  T E A M

HEIKO A. SCHUMANN

Co-Founder Head of Visions 

Business Development 

Communication Human Resources

EKREM ERTUERK

Co-Founder Head of 

Operations Strategy Financials 

Marketing

CHARALAMPOS KARAKOUSIS

Technical Advisor Engineering 

Project Management Research 

and Development

ANDY GERHARD

Web Developer Online Services 

Advertising Specialist

ANTONIOS KATANAS

IT-Advisor Social Media Expert 

Software Specialist

PROF. DR. RALF KUTSCHE

University Cologne Advisor 

Information Quality
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/heiko-schumann-4385021/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ekrem-ert%C3%BCrk-90a88799/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/charalampos-karakousis-a845aa5a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andy-gerhard-32aaa4ab/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonios-katanas-a12959152/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ralfkutsche/


RICHARD TRUMMER

ICO Advisor

KEVIN FUKS

Community-Manager

JOACHIM LEBRUN MÁRCIO TERUEL

Social Media & ContactsCommunity-Manager

1 7 .  T E A M
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SAHEEN MAUTBUR

Finance & Fundraising Advisor

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richard-trummer-8419b014/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ke-fu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joachim-lebrun-a732ab9a/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/m%C3%A1rcio-teruel-2153b024/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mksaheen/


1 8 .  R O A D M A P
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1 9 .  L E G A L  N O T I C E

The offer and sale of tokens is subject to review and regulation by governmental authorities in

various jurisdictions, including without limitation the United States, Hong Kong, China,

Singapore and Canada. Purchasers of tokens must be aware Hydrogen Foundation has not filed

or submitted this document to, and the terms and conditions of the sale of the tokens have not

been approved by, any such governmental authorities. Because of increasing scrutiny by such

governmental authorities and the potential for enforcement proceeding against sellers of

tokens or coins in‚ Initial Coin Offerings‘, tokens purchasers need to understand that they may

lose their tokens as a result of such enforcement actions.
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2 0 .  R I S K  F A C T O R S

A purchase of HydroCoin tokens involves a high degree of risk. One should consider carefully

the risks described, together with all of the other information contained in this document,

before making a decision to purchase. Participation in token sales, including the HydroCoin

token sale, involves a high degree of risk. Financial, operating, marketing and technology

risks may be significant. Unexpected problems in the areas of product development,

marketing, financing and general management, among others, that cannot be solved may

arise.
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2 1 .  R E F E R E N C E S

TOPICS REFERENCES

1 https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/03/27/1453296/0/en/Global-Hydrogen-Market-Will-Reach-

USD-183-34-Billion-by-2023-Zion-Market-Research.html

2 https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-hydrogen-fuel-cell-vehicle-market-2017-2023-market-to-

grow-at-a-cagr-of-56-3-300708773.html

3 https://www.technavio.com/report/global-automotive-manufacturing-global-hydrogen-fuel-cell-vehicle-

market-2017-2021

4 https://www.iea.org/tcep/energyintegration/hydrogen/
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https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/03/27/1453296/0/en/Global-Hydrogen-Market-Will-Reach-USD-183-34-Billion-by-2023-Zion-Market-Research.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-hydrogen-fuel-cell-vehicle-market-2017-2023-market-to-grow-at-a-cagr-of-56-3-300708773.html
https://www.technavio.com/report/global-automotive-manufacturing-global-hydrogen-fuel-cell-vehicle-market-2017-2021
https://www.iea.org/tcep/energyintegration/hydrogen/


info@hydrocoin.org 

www.hydrocoin.org
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